FESTIVAL OF GENERATIONS

06 June 2015, Summer Stage "Ohliova" Sea Garden, Burgas

AGENDA

13:00 – 19:00 Demonstration „How to Make a Family Tree?” presented by the students from High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas and High School Luleburgaz, town of Luleburgaz, Turkey (Demonstrations of family trees and family stories during the festival day.)

13:30 – 19:00 Opening of the “Generations” exhibition with photos of generations’ meetings from Bulgaria and Turkey in front of the Summer Stage “Ohliova”, Sea Garden, Burgas

14:00 Official Opening of the Festival

14:05 – 15:15 Generations Meetings – Burgas Region

- Vocal performances of students from High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Vocal group "Morski zvancheta", High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Vocal performance, Daren Radev High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Theater performance "Once, ever", dramatization by generic stories collected by students from High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas scriptwriter – Tanya Petrova

15:30 – 17:15 Generations Meetings – Kirklareli Region

- Traditional dances from Kirklareli Region
- Performance of Bulgarian and Turkish folklore songs - Luleburgaz High School
- Rock Band at Luleburgaz High School, Luleburgaz, Turkey
- Music – Dance Show "Generations' Dance" by generic stories collected by students from Luleburgaz High School, Luleburgaz, Turkey

17:30 – 19:00 Generations Meetings in the Cross-Border Region

- Majorette dance troupe, High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Artistic Gymnastics performance, High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Latin American and standard dances, High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Rock Band "For A Distance" at High School "Bishop Konstantin Preslavski", Burgas
- Performance of guest amateur folklore groups from the cross-border region

The festival is organized within the project "Festival of Generations"
CCI NUMBER: 2007CB16IPO008-2013-3-040
The project is co-funded by EU through the Bulgaria - Turkey IPA Cross-Border Programme 2007-2013.